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Jordan Glider

The Jordan Glider is lighter-scaled, lower weight 
and dimensionally smaller than most sleep recliners, 
but maintains comfortable proportions for extended 
sitting, resting and treatment. It is a product that has 
some unique solutions to very real and practical 
needs and the perfect solution for patient rooms 
and treatment areas where available space and 
freedom of movement are important.
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The Jordan glider is designed to move the 
patient in a smooth, flat arc that is gentle, 
soothing and safe. The position of the feet 
is maintained on the floor throughout the 
glider motion, rather than being raised up 
down in a rocking motion. 

Jordan Glider  
Horizontal Motion  
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Jordan Glider 
Arm Styles

Fully Upholstered Arm Fully Upholstered Arm with Urethane Arm Cap

Fully Upholstered Arm with Solid Surface Arm Cap

Jordan Glider 
Flexibility
21" and 24" widths are offered, 
allowing flexibility in accommodating 
patients of different sizes, and 
providing for the comfortable use 
of bolsters, pillows and other 
means of support. Additionally, 
tablets and other accessories add 
convenience for the patient.
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WALL SAVER DESIGN 
The angle of the back and the rear legs 
are designed to keep the back away 
from the wall, in a locked position, to 
prevent wear and damage to both the 
chairs and to the walls of the facility.

RECESSED FRONT PANEL 
The Glider’s front panel has an attractive 
arc that serves an important function: 
to provide safer ingress and egress by 
allowing the patient to get their feet 
underneath their weight.   

CLEAN OUT 
Jordan Glider seating models have a 
built-in clean out feature: a space at the 
back of the seat that allows dirt, debris 
and liquid to fall to the floor for easy 
clean up and maintenance. 

MECHANISM  
The Jordan Glider mechanism features a 
locking function so the glider can be 
used as a fixed chair and is replaceable 
in the field.

HEADREST 
The headrest has a dual density foam 
for both comfort and support, and can 
be upholstered in matching or contrasting 
material. It is removable to allow for  
cleaning and replacement.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY 
Combination upholstery option includes 
more than one upholstery cover within the 
same unit. Back, Seat, or arms can be 
specified in a different fabric selection.
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REMOVABLE & REPLACEABLE COVERS 
Removable seat and back covers can be 
easily removed for cleaning and disinfection 
or replaced if damaged. 

STEEL SEAT FRAME 

The structural seat frame is made from 
welded steel with hardened steel bolts 
and inserts, ensuring exceptional 
durability and strength allowing Jordan 
Glider to well exceed ANSI/BIFMA. 

URETHANE/POLYMER COLOR OPTIONS

GreyTaupe Black

Glacier White Cameo White Bisque Linen

Antarctica Savannah Dove Deep Night Sky

GROUP GRADE A - WHITE GROUP GRADE A - COLOR

GROUP GRADE B GROUP GRADE C

SOLID SURFACE 

Jord
an  Finishes
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21” Fully Upholstered Arm 21” Fully Upholstered Arm 21” Fully Upholstered Arm 21" Adjustable Headrest  

JOR6-GL21UPH with Urethane Cap with Solid Surface Cap JOR2-RHR21  
JOR6-GL21UUR JOR6-GL21USS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
24” Fully Upholstered Arm 24” Fully Upholstered Arm 24” Fully Upholstered Arm 24" Adjustable Headrest  

JOR6-GL24UPH with Urethane Cap with Solid Surface Cap JOR2-RHR24 
JOR6-GL24UUR JOR6-GL24USS  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

The use of recycled and recyclable materials, combined with environmentally-friendly production processes and packaging, have 
made Jordan a level™-certified product, and a contributor to LEED™-driven specifications. Jordan is certified by the 
Greenguard™ standard for indoor air emissions, and it’s unique capability for extending product life makes it a responsible 
environmental choice - and one that will provide exceptional return on investment over time.

Jordan Glider Environmental



solutions@krug.ca | www.krug.ca | 1.888.578.KRUG

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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